
OLD GOOD 
THINGS 

Cavalier Essentials, a line of men’s products, was inspired 
by the sort of guy your father probably admired. “I’ve 
always been influenced by vintage culture and design, and 
old movies,” says brand mastermind Taylor Pemberton. 
The products themselves—which include a sleek, jet-black 
notebook, a pocket flask, and a slim metal cigarette case 
emblazoned with the Cavalier “C”—are all one of a kind. 
Though the buzz around Cavalier Essentials has  
been building, the brand, owing to its recent art-school-
classroom beginnings, currently only offers items by 
special request. But fear not, more are coming, and 
Pemberton promises to retain quality and authenticity  
in the process. SEAN HIGGINS cavalieressentials.com
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THE SKINNY
“We wanted a slimmer silhouette but not so slim that 
only a few men could wear them,” says John Bathurst, 
executive vice president at MNRKY, who joined the 
California-based brand last year. “One of our signatures 
is the peg-leg. Everyone’s got slim and boot cuts,  
but we’re focusing on styles unique to the market.” 
MNRKY rose from the ashes of the denim company Monarchy, 
and their debut collection merges British street style 
with an aloof American sensibility, creating a look 
that’s both slick and grungy–imagine an urbanized Bill 
Compton from True Blood. “There’s a lot out there that 
tends to be either over-embellished or overly clean.  
We felt like something in between was missing,” he says. 
For spring, MNRKY introduces a full collection of knit-
wear, T-shirts, and outerwear in subdued shades. Boasting 
a crinkled motorcycle jacket, vintage graphic tees,  
and woven shirts, the collection flirts with rock ’n’ 
roll without taking it to bed. MALIN NILSSON mnrky.com

“I wanted to create 
something that was both 
beautiful and simple, but 
telling, and perhaps even 
educational all at once,” 
says Incubus frontman and 
Hurley collaborator Brandon 
Boyd. Boyd helped design  
a collection of reclaimed 
cotton T-shirts for the brand 

to bring awareness to  
the environmental  
crises caused by over-
consumption of plastics. 
“We are clinging blindly  
to outdated technologies 
and there are easy, readily 
available alternatives 
surrounding us already,”  
he says. “My hope is  
to put some pressure on 
the pedal and turn the  
tides considerably.” MR  
hurley.com

Johnny Sagan has sold vintage men’s clothing at the Brooklyn Flea under 
the moniker Snowy Wildnerness since 2009. Earlier this year, he took over 
the de Castellane Gallery Annex on Atlantic Avenue for his pop-up store  
of the same name. The Wisconsin-born Sagan (he grew up in Brooklyn 
and Chicago), who refers to his life as a “constant confrontation with the 
North” (hence the name), has teamed up with high school friend Charley 
Henlee to start a store proper. To call Sagan’s vision—which, in addition  
to vintage clothing, offers goods by local designers like Telfar and SDN, 
plus one-of-a-kind art, rugs, and furniture, and amazing wildlife-themed 
blankets by the artist Richard Saja—“conceptual” is an understatement. 
“Here, it’s more than just scanning the racks to see if any one thing 
speaks to you. We can actually create together,” says Sagan. “You can 
have clothes made to your specifications.” Snowy Wilderness also hosts 
after-hours music and literary events. “My ultimate ambition is to have  
a night market,” says Sagan. “My favorite time in the store is when  
we close at night and everything is lit by artificial light, and the windows 
become mirrors, and the whole collection really starts to talk.” HOLLY SIEGEL 
535 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, NY

snowy wilderness
S P A C E  I N V A D E R : 

mnrky: photographed by bradford gregory. stylist: mitsu tsuchiya. grooming: brandy macdonald. model: jason wilder at new york models.  
all clothing by mnrky. shoes by helm handmade. snowy wilderness: photographed by clarissa roudabush. cavalier essentials: courtesy of  
cavalier essentials. hurley: photographed by george underwood.
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